Sirius Crystal Pendant

Pendants and DIscs

***Limited Edition*** Swarovski Sirius Crystal Pendant may enhance cognitive
function and overall wellness. The Crystal Pendant infused with Human BlueprintTM
Frequencies strengthens the communication pathways between our systems while
clearing them of toxins and static experienced due to pollution and emotional stress.
When communication pathways are clear and functioning without obstruction,
we experience optimum balance and natural health.

how Zeropointtm technology in the
Vibranz Sirius Crystal pendant works

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies
depending on their state of health. Vibranz has identified specific frequencies
that match the optimum state of health for each of the body’s organs and systems.
These are called Human BlueprintTM Frequencies. When a person wears a Sirius
Crystal Pendant, their body begins to resonate with the frequencies that are in
the Sirius Crystal Pendant through a process called Sympathetic Resonance.
This is similar to a tuning fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another
tuning fork in its vicinity. When they are close to one another, they will both
begin to resonate at the same frequency. When the organs and systems
of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the Sirius Crystal
Pendant, the body returns to a balanced state. The body is able to protect
and heal itself when it is in balance.

VIBRANZ

Approximately 5 oz.
Teardrop Faceted Edges
Pendant and Bail only

Size: 40 mm

Sirius Crystal Pendant BENEFITS

This Swarovski Pendant contains a specific blend of immune function frequencies
and not only continues to deliver the embedded frequencies, it becomes
an antenna of sorts for additional balancing frequencies for the human body.
• Balances the body
• Increases energy
• Speeds cellular communication for wellness
• Immune function enhancement
• Eases discomfort
• Reduces stress
• Increases focus and clarity
• Brings deep and restful sleep
• Protects from EMF (Electro-Magnetic Fields)
• Protects from ELF (Extremely Low Frequencies)

Size: 20 mm

Sirius Crystal pendant Suggested Uses

Wear the Swarovski Pendant every day to support your body’s immune
system when in times of great stress and illness. Let the benefits of Vibranz
use of ZeroPointTM Technology balance your mind-body complex.

This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health.
This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues. The products are not sold for
these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical
results are anecdotal at best.
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Sirius Crystal Pendant Research
The ‘field’ around the body shows
the symmetry between left and
right Sides of body. Symmetry
is important for healthy function.
The gaps or decreased energy
relates to organs, glands or body
parts. The Energy Field Shows
incoherent or insufficient energy
(gaps) on both left and right.
After placing the Swarovski Sirius
Crystal on the Subject, energy
became more coherent, both
energy area and symmetry
improved

BEFORE
82% Symmetry

GDV Diagrams show the balance
between Emotional and Physical
Realms. 2-4 is normal range of
anxiety/stress in body.
Note the significant Stress Level
reduction AFTER wearing the
Sirius Crystal Pendant.

Research images provided
by Biophotonic Camera.

BEFORE
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AFTER
92% Symmetry

Atlas program shows systems and individual organ, endocrine
and structure balance, adaptability and energy needed to heal.
After placing the Swarovski Sirius Crystal on the Subject energy
became more coherent balancing 14 areas previously out of
balance. 3 areas show slight extra energy needed to heal
should that system experience imbalance.

BEFORE

BEFORE diagram shows Stress Level of 5.38
AFTER

after

AFTER diagram shows Stress Level of 2.50
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent
impairment of human health. This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional
help with health issues. The products are not sold for these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and
centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical results are anecdotal at best.

Please contact your referring Independent Consultant of Vibranz for further product information.

Independent Consultant
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GetVibranz/consultant
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Suite Y102, Las Vegas, NV 89102
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